No Direction Home
It makes for an odd and vaguely preposterous encounter, this swaggering band
of knights lined up as a glossy frieze in a room overlooking the slow grey grind
of the Christchurch rebuild. Imposing, but enigmatic; archaic, yet also somehow
futuristic; their intentions and allegiances are undisclosed. Some address us
squarely, others offer a heraldic profile or an elegantly angled shoulder, but all
loom out anonymously from their nebulous surrounds, swathed and hooded
in fabrics that alternately absorb and throw back the light. Black on black,
their shadowy vestments are richly layered material amalgams, recalling the
textural cornucopia once assembled by Dutch still-life artists to demonstrate
their painting skill. Here and there, the darkness is pierced by flashes of vivid
colour – fiery orange ruffles, billowing magenta plumes, crisscrossed red threads
– occasional grace notes that lend delicacy and extravagance to this otherwise
sinister regiment.
The Knight in the Wilderness series – together with the questing Probe
sculptures and, in the adjoining room, The Accidental Rebels (images of rocks
suspended against, or falling through, brilliant colour fields) – are the work of
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The territory that most interests Edwards + Johann is what they call “the

figurines, each saturated with a single glistening tone from the colour spectrum,
like a swab exposed to some luminous foreign universe. The metal stems that
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particular context in which these works were made. They are organ pipes salvaged
from a church destroyed in the earthquakes, the letters etched into their sides
denoting their pitch and tethering them to their original purpose and history.
In an environment where the rules of engagement are constantly shifting, and
where stability of any kind has been irrevocably compromised, these strangely
beautiful markers seem to sound out a call for endurance and adaptation.
Despite the stillness of the objects within, the gallery spaces reverberate

rocks – those stoic symbols of solidity and gravitational inevitability – take on
bold new lives, hurtling through vividly coloured voids like meteors with terrifying
velocity and no visible means of support. Ordinary forms transformed by context,
their scale is unclear – they are as monumental as asteroids, as inconsequential as
pebbles. Where did they come from and where will they land? Everything depends
on the angle of our perception.
Felicity Milburn Curator, Christchurch Art Gallery
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as always, can be deceiving. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the nature of their
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This, and all quotes, from conversations with Edwards + Johann, April/May 2014.

Probe (16 C# Yellow, 16 A Orange, 16 G Red, 8 G# Magenta, 8 F# Green, 16 F#
Turquoise, 16 B 12 Cobalt) 2014. Mixed media sculptures
Filament (#1 and #2) 2014. Soundscapes in collaboration with Seth Edwards Ellis
All works courtesy of the artists and Nadene Milne Gallery
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